
Hacienda Riquelme Golf Course Description Hole by Hole

The award-winning, and championship, Hacienda Riquelme Golf Course is a cleverly 
structured Nicklaus Design, 18 hole, par 72 links-styled parkland golf course with no two 
holes the same. The golf course has been built to international and championship 
standards - it features four sets of tees per hole - with shots made difficult by undulating 
fairways, deep bunkers, wild grasses, olive trees and water hazards. 

It has a range of elevations and uses the strongly contoured greens divided into sections 
by dramatic elevation changes and several random elevation changes, making putting the 
main challenge.

The golf course at Hacienda Riquelme Golf clearly offers a different challenge compared to
the others on the GNK Golf Circuit and, more importantly, it also complements the existing 
courses within the Murcia Region.

At 5,854 meters from the yellow tees, the trail isn't long, but the use of the terrain and the 
combination of water hazards, link-style grass areas and steep bunkers make the course 
attractive to golfers looking for a test severe golf.

As the speed of the greens increases, this adds to the challenge of the course and the old 
Hacienda also adds to the drama of the final hole as a unique and impressive clubhouse.



First hole - par 4 - for an aerial view of the hole, please click here 

The longer length of this opening hole is offset by the downhill tee shot. The fairway is 
guarded on the left by a large deep bunker whilst numerous smaller bunkers lay in wait on 
the right side of the fairway. A large bunker protects the green, favouring an approach from
the left side of the fairway. Players will find the large green features numerous random 
contours and undulations. The green generally slopes to the left falling off into a large 
mown chipping area. 

https://youtu.be/ieUS5VS_rUU?list=PLTIINeuzYRT7wP7yXASIDvcX9XU2WMQnX


Second hole - par 5 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The right side of the hole is protected by a series of bunkers whilst grasses encroach 
along the left. The fairway tapers to a narrow slot just before the landing area forcing 
golfers to decide whether to lay up their tee shot or challenge the bunkers on the right. 
Aggressive tee shots carrying this narrow slot will get a strong bounce forward making the 
green reachable in two shots. The second landing area is protected by two groups of 
bunkers while the green is guarded by a bunker on the left. Smart players can opt to take 
the left green-side bunker out of play by hitting their second shot to the right allowing the 
slope to feed the ball onto the green. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uo6NTwtKPq0&list=PLTIINeuzYRT7wP7yXASIDvcX9XU2WMQnX&index=2


Third hole - par 4 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The 363-metre par-four third plays strongly up the hill, making the hole play much longer. 
The fairway features a large bunker on the inside left with additional bunkers framing the 
outside of the hole. A tee shot played along the bunker on the left will give players the best 
angle for the uphill approach. A large bunker guards the right portion of the green with 
another smaller bunker waiting on the left. Conservative play might be the key to this hole. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sY-sJIRB8Do&list=PLTIINeuzYRT7wP7yXASIDvcX9XU2WMQnX&index=3


Fourth hole - par 5 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The crowned green is set on an angle and is best approached from the left. Players must 
decide whether to play aggressively over the two deep fairway bunkers to the left side of 
the fairway or play safe to the right side of the fairway. Those playing to the left side will get
a strong kick forward but will then be faced with a daring shot over the edge of the lake to 
the green. Golfers laying up should play as close to the lake edge as possible to create the
best angle of approach to the green.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5s07VIg9HkY


Fifth hole - par 3 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

Whilst the hole plays over the corner of the lake, the hazard should not really come into 
play. The green sits into the side of the hill and is closely guarded by three bunkers. An 
opening is created in the front-right of the green allowing golfers to play a run-up shot that 
could catch the slope in the rear of green and feed into the centre of the green. The green 
features several quirky contours and those playing directly to a pin cut on the left side of 
the green will have to control their distance precisely to avoid finding one of the bunkers. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzooeGLusT0


Sixth hole - par 4 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This par 4 plays strongly down the hill to a narrow fairway. Three bunkers protect the left 
side of the fairway and players need to decide whether to lay up short of them or hit an 
aggressive tee shot right of the bunkers into the lower part of the fairway. Those playing 
the longer shot will have a short approach to the green but will have to play delicately over 
the front-right green-side bunker. Those laying up to the left will have an open angle to this
green that falls off into fairway lows on the left and in the rear. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ujeHC08aht8


Seventh Hole - Par 3 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This hole plays over the large lake to one of the most severely contoured greens on the 
course. A group of bunkers sit left of the green, but they also set up a bit of a kick-in 
allowing for golfers not wishing to carry over the lake to feed their shot into the front of the 
green. Another bunker is placed right of the green to help protect balls from rolling into the 
lake and water feature. The green is boldly contoured forcing players to be very creative 
with their short games. This hole is surely stunning to look at, but will also certainly create 
a fair amount of fear amongst players. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdXXWvEZ3og


Eighth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This short par-four features a large bunker to the left of the fairway and two smaller 
bunkers out to the right. Golfers can elect to lay up short of all of the bunkers, play an 
accurate tee shot out to the right between the bunkers, or try and completely carry the 
large left bunker. This large green features a severe elevation change in the middle and is 
probably approached best from the right side of the fairway. A large bunker guards the 
front-left of the green whilst another bunker sits along the right side of the green. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLjCbCfo8QI


Ninth hole - par 4 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The tee shot is played over the corner of the large lake. Players need to determine how 
much of the lake they are able to carry. Some may wish to lay up short of the two left 
fairway bunkers or try to hit a precise tee shot between the lake and the bunkers. A small 
pot bunker lies just left of this long narrow green. The green is guarded on the right by the 
lake and is probably best approached from the right side of the fairway. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCRgsHOR_mE


Tenth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

Players are presented with a multitude of options here as the numerous bunkers create 
many different routes to the green. A bunker in the centre of the fairway will dictate play. 
Should players lay up short, carry the bunker, or play out the right? The small, tricky green 
features a strong swale cutting into the back of the green. Players coming from the right 
will face a very shallow target and will likely see this swale feed their shot off the back of 
the green. Shots coming from the left have a better chance of holding the green's slope. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1JQ6nM-IV4


Eleventh hole - par 5 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The tee shot is played downhill to a fairway featuring a large bunker on the right and two 
bunkers on the left. A window is created in the bunkers on the left allowing players the 
chance to carry the hazard and get a huge kick forward down the fairway making the 
green easily reachable in two shots. The stream cuts between the landing areas giving 
players the option to lay up short or carry to the fairway pad beyond. The green has a very 
narrow entrance and most shots will need to carry all the way to the green. Those laying 
up should favour the left side of the fairway along the lake as the large right green-side 
bunker will create a very difficult approach from the right. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7NyQmBOZkQ


Twelfth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This shorter par four is protected on the left by a series of bunkers. Those playing a 
precise tee shot along the bunkers will have a better view of the green. Players electing to 
play safe out to the right side of the fairway will find that the hillside obstructs their view of 
most of the green. Complicating matters, the green slopes from front to back, making the 
approach shot difficult to hold on the green. A bunker guards the left side of the green, but 
plenty of chipping area surrounds the green making for an easier recovery shot. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=doGVMNVNwI4


Thirteenth hole - par 4 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

Players can opt to play to the wider right side of the fairway or try to carry the fairway 
bunker into the very narrow upper fairway. An enormous bunker sits short of the green 
making the approach from the right difficult. Those making the play to the upper fairway on
the left will get a strong kick forward and will have the best angle into to the full length of 
the green. The front section of this green slopes away from those coming from the right. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7FEcx0SqlY


Fourteenth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This hole plays strongly uphill and weaves its way through a maze of bunkers. The left 
side of the fairway is guarded by two bunkers while a collection of bunkers frame the right 
side. The longest of players could elect to go for the green in two shots but will need to fly 
their shot onto the green to avoid the very deep bunker short of the green. Others may 
elect to lay up short of the cross bunkers resulting in a very difficult third shot to a shallow 
target. The best lay up strategy is to carry the cross bunkers into the right fairway pad 
allowing players to run their shots into the full length of the green.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rPhch6OXqr8


Fifteenth hole - par 3 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

This hole plays downhill to a long shallow green. A series of deep bunkers work their way 
from the front of the green around to the right portion of the green. The green features 
some of the most unique contours on the course creating numerous interesting pin 
positions. For those wishing to avoid a long tricky putt, playing to the correct portion of the 
green will be critical. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHmOL21oQ7Y


Sixteenth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

A lake feeds a stream that runs down the entire right side of the hole. A group of bunkers 
protrude into the left side of the fairway creating a very narrow slot along the edge of the 
lake. Players can elect to lay up short of the lake and play a longer second shot or try and 
squeeze a daring shot between the bunkers and the lake. This will result in a kick forward 
leaving just a short pitch of a second shot. Two bunkers sit to the front and right of the 
green putting a premium on an approach from the left. Therefore, players laying up off the 
tee might want to try and place their shot as close to the left fairway bunkers as possible. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gWj2D-DhdQ


Seventeenth hole - par 3 – for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

Players that can carry the large bunker can easily run their shot up into the green. A 
smaller bunker guards the left side of the green making it difficult to play a shot directly at 
a pin on the left side of the green. A large group of olive trees sits closely to the right side 
of the green while the left side of the green falls off into a low chipping area. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvHRpCpUqYo


Eighteenth hole - par 4 - for an areal view of the hole, please click here 

The tee shot of this long par-four is played over the edge of a lake to a fairway guarded by 
three bunkers. Again, players can opt to lay up short of the bunkers, play to the area 
between the bunkers, or try a bold carry over the bunker along the lake. Shots carrying this
bunker will greatly shorten the hole and provide a good angle to approach the green. The 
green sits on the edge of the lake and is surrounded by bunkers. An approach from the 
right will help to take the lake out of play; players will want to be careful to avoid some of 
the deepest bunkers on the course protecting the left side of the green. The green has 
strong elevation changes and players will want to be sure they play to the correct level. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuK0ht1VznA


The golf course at Hacienda Riquelme Golf clearly offers a different challenge compared to
the others on the GNK Golf Circuit and importantly, it also compliments the existing 
courses within the Murcia Region. 

At 5,854m off the yellow tees, the course is not long but the use of the terrain and the 
combination of water hazards, links style grassy areas and steep bunkers makes the 
course appeal to golfers looking for a stern test of golf. 

As the speed of the greens increases, this adds to the challenge of the course and the old 
Hacienda also adds to the drama of the finishing hole as a unique and impressive 
clubhouse.

Practice Area 

In addition to the superb golf course, Hacienda Riquelme Golf boasts some of the best 
practice facilities on the GNK Golf Circuit, all maintained to golf professional standards.

This practice facility has been designed to focus on iron play and short game skills. There 
is a full-length driving range with 20 natural turf practice tees, with three target areas that 
are shaped to resemble actual golf holes. They feature the same bunker style as the 
course and should create a unique setting for players to hone their iron and wedge play. 

The practice area also features an extra-large large practice putting green, with multiple 
tiers to emulate the course's greens. As well, there is a separate short game, and chipping,
green. With double-size steep sided green-side bunkers facing off to the extensive 
chipping green. And a multi-tiered approach fairway with semi-rough areas facing onto the 
chipping green. 

Finally, fairway bunker facing off to the driving range, designed for practicing long-range 
bunker shots. Players looking to concentrate on their iron and short game skills should 
look no further than this facility at Hacienda Riquelme Golf. 

Golf Pro-Shop 

The well-stocked Golf-Pro Shop is open to customers in the resort's restored town-centre 
Hacienda facility. It has a wide range of golfing attire as well as manual and electric 
trolleys, buggies and clubs for hire. 


